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Seven Serpents Out-take: 
Flying Flizards
This critter didn’t make it into Seven Serpents, the d20 sourcebook of dragons from Atlas Games, but here it is for your enjoyment. The entirety of this document is Open Game Content, except for the title Seven Serpents.
A flizard is a flying lizard that vaguely looks like miniature version of a full-sized dragon. The species shares the same chromatic and metallic colors as dragons, as well as their breath weapons. A flizard’s wings tend to be double the length of its body, while its long, sinewy tail is nearly triple. Flizard scales are less resplendent than dragons’, and flizard flesh tends to be markedly smoother, unmarred by knots, nodules, spikes, or ridges.
Flizards are only very peripherally related to dragons. While technically members of that noble species, they are actually descended from mundane lizards. Ages ago before the father of dragon kind died, he observed a group of lizards leaping high to catch moths and butterflies as they fluttered past. More often than not, the lizards were unsuccessful. Taking pity on the poor creatures, he blessed them with wings. In no time, the lizards were feeding until their hearts were content. However, the moth population soon diminished and the white-tipped kites that once were their only natural predators began taking exception to the lizards’ intrusion on their particular niche. The raptors attacked the lizards at every turn. The progenitor, again feeling sorry for the little lizards, blessed them a second time, this time with a magic breath weapon with which to defend themselves. The flying lizards soon drove off the white-tipped kites. As the moth population continued to die out, the flizards were forced to find a new source of food. Armed with their powerful breath weapons, they soon realized mammals were an easy – and plentiful – prey. By the same token, the mammals also hunted them. Just before the dragon-sire died, he gave the lizards two final gifts: powerful voices for startling prey and calling to their brethren, and the ability to blend in with their surroundings to hide from predators.
Flizards often hunt in small packs. One or two will use their musical, trilling voices to paralyze prey while the others pounce on it, seemingly leaping straight out of the foliage. Their chameleon-like ability to blend into the environment works to their advantage in such instances. Flizards ‘sing’ when content or happy, though this is not the same thing as their hunting trill.
For some reason, white dragons are convinced all of dragon kind is descended from the flizard species.
Flizard
Tiny Dragon

Hit Dice: 	3d12+9 (34 hp)
Initiative: 	+3 (+3 Dex)
Speed:	20 ft., fly 40 ft. (good)
AC:	20 (+3 Dex, +5 natural, +2 size)
Attacks:	Bite +1 melee, or claw x2 +1 melee
Damage:	Bite 1d4-2/crit x2, or claw 1d3-2/crit x2
Face/Reach:	2 1/2 ft. by 2 1/2 ft./0 ft. (5 ft. with tail)
Special Attacks:	Breath weapon
Special Qualities: 	Energy immunity, keen vision, chameleon, hunting trill
Saves: 	Fort +6, Ref +6, Will +4
Abilities: 	Str 6, Dex 16, Con 16, Int 2, Wis 12, Cha 11
Skills: 	Listen +4, Spot +4
Feats:	Alertness
Climate/Terrain: 	Any warm forest
Organization: 	Flight (4-40)
Challenge Rating: 	4
Treasure: 	None
Alignment: 	Always neutral
Advancement: 	4-5 HD (Small)
Breath Weapon (Su): A flizard can use its dragon-like breath weapon once per day. The nature of its breath weapon depends on its type. A blast from a breath weapon always starts at the flizard’s mouth and extends in a direction of its choice, with an area of 30 ft. if ejected in a line, or 15 ft., if a cone. A creature caught in the breath weapon's area of effect can attempt a saving throw to either take half damage from it (if the damage originates with a specific energy type), or remain unaffected by it (if the breath weapon results in a specific magical effect); the saving throw and DC depends on the flizard’s type.
Energy Immunity (Su): A flizard is immune to a specific energy type, generally the one that its breath weapon is based upon. Unlike normal dragons they are not immune to sleep and paralysis magic.
Keen Vision (Ex): A flizard sees four times as well a human in low-light and twice as well in normal light. It also has darkvision with a range of 100 feet.
Chameleon (Ex): A flizard’s skin adjusts to match the patterns of its surrounding environment. As such, it takes a successful Spot check (DC 24) to notice it before it attacks. Anyone with Wilderness Lore or Knowledge (nature) can use those skills instead of Spot to notice the flizard. A flizard can use its trill ability (see below) while camouflaged and not risk being seen, since only its vocal cords move.
Hunting Trill (Sp): A flizard can emit a noise that forces its prey to stand motionless. This sonic, mind-affecting compulsion affects all creatures other than flizards and dragons within a 20-foot spread. Creatures must succeed at a Will save (DC 17) or be stunned for as long as the flizard trills, even if attacked. However, if attacked or violently shaken (a full-round action), a victim is allowed another saving throw. Once a creature has resisted or broken the effect, it cannot be affected again by that flizard for full one day. The effective caster level of the trill ability is 14.

Flizard Types
Type	Breath Weapon	Damage/Effect	Saving Throw	Immunity
Black	Line of acid 	1d4	Ref (DC 12)	Acid
Blue	Line of lightning 	1d4	Ref (DC 12)	Electricity
Green	Cone of corrosive gas 	1d6	Ref (DC 13)	Acid
Red	Cone of fire 	1d6	Ref (DC 13)	Fire
White	Cone of cold 	1d3	Ref (DC 10)	Cold
Brass	Cone of sleep 	Sleep 1d4 rounds	Will (DC 10)	Fire
Bronze	Cone of repulsion gas 	Flee for 1d4 rounds	Will (DC 13)	Electricity
Copper	Cone of slow gas	Slowed for 1d4 rounds	Fort (DC 12)	Acid
Gold	Cone of weakening gas	Drains 1 temp. STR point	Fort (DC 13)	Fire
Silver	Paralyzing gas	Paralyzed for 1d4 rounds	Fort (DC 12)	Cold
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